Video III. Hour Money Income Opportunity

The banksters and their minions in government get paid very well to protect an un-sustainable
economic system. In a usury based money system, debt grows exponentially and becomes un-payable.
Meanwhile, the bankers finance a police state to oppress debt slaves as austerity grows.
In this video we will show you how to get PAID to promote emancipation from this corrupt system. The
message of Jubilee debt forgiveness, independence, and self-issued monetary reform are the key to
flipping the pyramid of power. As leaders we must provide a vision for justice and abundance. With
correct vision and strategy we will provide massive value to humanity. We will harness the value we
create with our own money system.
The Love Revolution requires that we have full-time Love Revolutionaries who promote the Love
Currency. In order to promote Hour Money professionally, it’s essential to earn money in Federal
Reserve Notes and Hours. As we grow Hour Money a greater percentage of compensation will be paid
in Hours. Also, we must start new Hour Money systems in the towns where our 12 prominent activists
live. That way activists can spend the Hours they earn.
We understand that much of this discussion sounds very theoretical. But, it’s essential to understand
that there is a science to monetizing ideas and technology. Light bulbs, radios, and computers were all
just ideas at one time. The Federal Reserve and Bitcoin were each ideas with absolutely no value at
one time. How much power and influence does the international petro-dollar wield today.
Bitcoin went from $100 in July 2013 to $1200 6 months later. The reason for
this massive spike in price isn’t because of a massive spike in value offered.
Nobody was cured of cancer. No wars were ended. But, what if we created a
rewards system whose purpose is to create MASSIVE value for the common
man or woman? What if we build a system where everyone gets Hour Money,
and a share of the Common Wealth?
The banksters who went to Jekyll Island 100 years ago were just a few people who
made a plan. We can do the same with just a tiny minority too. We can make a plan to issue money.
We can finance the police, courts, military and media to protect our interests. We’ve got to offer
humanity a better deal than it’s getting now.
How much would an agreement to unite the Left and Right be worth? How much will it be worth, if we
build the most benevolent monetary system ever conceived? A monetary system which can pay for the
roads without income and property taxes. How much is it worth for us to create a voluntary society in
just 1 US county?
Imagine this. Imagine you could go online right now and hire a company that builds voluntary societies
with self-financed, social programs. How much would you pay that company to build a voluntary county
where you live? Do you think you could raise $1M from your friends, families and neighbors to hire that
company? Basically, they’re going to change your county from a bank colony to an art colony for $1M.
Mind you they’ve got video and references from previous county customers. And you can travel to the
emancipated counties yourself to verify the legitimacy.
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Would you hire that company? But wait, there’s more. Roads, schools, college, health and retirement
are all free too. And you own your house, care and all debts are paid off because of the Jubilee.
Therefore, you have no debt. And you have no income and property tax. You have no threat of being
attacked for owning the wrong plants either. Did I mention full employment with high paying work? How
much would this future be worth to you and your neighbors?
How much is “peace of mind” worth? All of this is what really backs Hour Money. Hour Money offers
hope and abundance to replace fear and scarcity. There’s nothing to stop us from building this system
accept “self-limiting beliefs”. Paper and digital money systems are fairly simple to create. Getting
people to accept the money is the challenge. In order to get people to accept Hour Money instead of
the bankers money; we need to provide far more benefits.
Hour Money must have the highest social value. That’s why using Hours to Unite the Left and Right to
beat the banksters cannot be stopped. Financing social and civil programs without coercion is an idea
whose time has come. People who do good will for one-another already have a social currency. Hour
Money monetizes the social currency which we value already.
Have you seen this popular meme
on Facebook? It says: “If you could
sit on a bench for an hour with
anyone from the past or present
who would it be?”
The answers are very interesting.
Names from Einstein, Jefferson,
Franklin to Steve Jobs are given.
But, the most popular is Jesus. I’m
a big supporter as Jesus forbid war,
usury, flipped the bankers tables
and required a debt forgiveness
Jubilee.
But, here’s a more important
question. What would we need to
do today, so that centuries from now
our progeny wants to talk to us on that bench. What would be the grandest thing we could do? What
would impress you?
How about this for a reason for someone to want to meet YOU?
Despite massive obstacles, deep division, lack of money and resources; Love Revolutionaries
committed to co-create a benevolent monetary system which was issued by “have-nots”. Then
with that currency they hired the enforcers to join them. Then, they implemented a debt
forgiveness Jubilee. They forgave debts, returned stolen land, released prisoners and healed
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the environment. They put the homeless in homes stolen by bankers and gave humanity hope.
They defunded the war and the police state. And they financed social programs without
violence by the State. They healed minds, bodies and souls. They also gave everyone on planet
earth a share of the Common Wealth. This share offered everyone a monthly Hour Money
dividend. The Love Revolutionaries transformed debtors into creditors.
I’m sure I missed some parts, but you get the picture. If Love Revolutionaries accomplished these
beautiful goals 50 years ago; wouldn’t we want to meet them today? I would! That’s what will make our
victory that much more epic. We took an idea which most could barely conceive; then manifested it in
reality. You see, we’re the new pioneers, inventors, the crazy ones!
EDIT VIDEO HERE WITH STEVE JOBS TYPE COMMERCIAL. WHOSE FACES SHOULD BE HERE?
Steve Jobs: “Here’s to the Crazy Ones”: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rwsuXHA7RA
After the last Super Bowl upset victory; Seahawks new name quarterback, Russell Wilson kept
emphasizing that Belief was their greatest obstacle. While most people favored well known Peyton
Manning and the Broncos, Wilson asked: “Why not us?”
Indeed, why not us? The distinction between Manning and Wilson is very little. But, the distinction
between us; versus George Bush, Barack Obama or the monopoly bankers is very dramatic. How
much more valuable would the future of humanity be, if we were in charge right now? How much is
peace, justice, love, dignity and peace of mind worth?
The values that we aspire to are priceless. How much IS a voluntary society worth? How much IS love
and compassion worth? Therefore, how much will Hour Money be worth when it provides those things?
How much greater is our reputation worth just for
having honest conversations about these things?
“What the mind can conceive, and Believe; it
can achieve”. We can and will do this. It’s
absolutely necessary for the survival of our
species. We must do it. We must lead
humanity with this vision for Jubilee. “We can
conceive it. We can Believe it. Therefore we
can achieve it.”. Do you realize that just by
making the commitment to unite, cooperate
and focus we’ve already won. Before the
money is even printed, issued and spent; we
have already won. Why? Because the idea is
bullet proof. Humanity’s commitment to Belief
in itself is victory.
By committing to improvise, adapt and overcome
all obstacles with love and determination; there’s
nothing which can block our victory. We’re not
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relying on a majority, or a rigged election with Diebold electronic vote machines. With this Hour Money
Jubilee the good guys will have MORE MONEY to spend than the bad guys. Why? Because we can
outproduce and outwork the bad guys. As we grow Hour Money we will simultaneously defund the
death and debt system.
The key to getting humanity to join our cause is to have GREATER reward(money) than the dominant
system.
Since the banksters have been warring on humanity for 1000’s of years; each of us is owed war
reparations. Why not GIVE everyone their existing house or apartment 100% debt free? And put the
homeless in the vacant houses? How’s that for a recruiting tool to get the police and military to join us?
All your debts are forgiven as war reparations. You own you house and car free and clear. Everyone
has the credit reports wiped clean too. And no more taxes owed to the war machine.
Then repurpose the police and military to recover gold, silver assets stolen by the bankers. Those
repatriated assets go to repay any honest investors and pensioners for houses and apartments which
were given up as war reparations. It’s essential that the Love Revolution offers everyone justice and
peace of mind. Every human being requires shelter. The Love Revolution should provide it just for
starters.
Desperate time call for desperate measures. This is how we can have a massive impact very quickly.
However, we must build the replacement money system first, so that we are being responsible. People
are very dependent on the existing system. We must have a reliable replacement which offers “peace
of mind”, before we implement the Jubilee. However, every step we take will be guided with that vision.
And because this is a grass-roots solution each community can implement the Jubilee as they choose.
With the goal in mind;
how do we fund
ourselves through the
process? As stated
before, most of us suffer
from scarce Federal
Reserve Notes. And few
of us have operating
Hour Money systems
where we live. Therefore,
we need a strategy to
earn FRN’s and Hours.
Meanwhile, Hour Money
systems must be built
where we live. In order to
elevate awareness of this
entire initiative we will
make videos of our
progress. Imagine a
reality show based upon
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recruiting new businesses and getting politicians or enforcers to accept Hour Money.
Here are a few sources of bank and Hour money.
Federal Reserve Note income sources:
1. Hour Money Jubilee training is being created as an info-product. You can sell the Love Revolution
message and earn a commission. How to sell? You can post a banner on your site, or host a
conference calls, or email your list.
2. Royalty of sales derived from those who participate with product creation. EX: Recorded Skype
specifically discussing Love Revolution and Hour Money Jubilee. The prominent activists who go
beyond a simple endorsement; and help create the product will earn a royalty.
3. T-shirt and merchandise sales.
4. Sale of your Hour Money Jubilee Common Wealth shares. Hour Money is of fixed value. However,
everyone will be given a share of the repatriated stolen wealth. How much is that share worth? Let
the market decide. Hour Money Jubilee founders will earn additional shares and recruiting bonuses.
The more people that we each recruit to the cause, will earn additional shares.
GlobalShares.com is a social network model which offers shares to recruiters. The site is similar to
Facebook, but shares the advertising revenue paid in FRN’s. HM Jubilee shares will be different than
this, but we can use this type technology to deliver shares to everyone.
Hour Money income sources:
1. Referrals: 10 Hours($100) from any system
2. New Biz Issue: 20 Hours($200)
3. Ongoing Biz Transaction Bonus Credits
4. County-wide System Manager
5. State, national, international “Best Practices” oversight managers.
6. 12 HM Jubilee Founders in 100 Jubilee Shares(JS) each for their endorsement.
7. HM Jubilee Founders who help create training product. 1000 shares each.
Jubilee Shares(JS) for Founders and promoters are different than Hour Money. Hour Money is a fixed
value, therefore it’s not a tool for investment. However, Jubilee Shares will change in value as they are
an investiment. Every human being on planet earth will be given 3 shares for committing to participate.
One for mind, body and soul.
Jubilee Shares(JS) can be set up like crypto currencies so that their is a trail of title when they are sold.
This will protect against theft. No shares can be sold until we educate humanity on their value. How
much is a share of the Common Wealth of planet earth worth? How much will it be worth when we
clean it up, and stop warring on each other? How much when we build free energy and industrial hemp
systems?
JS will also be awarded to activists, entrepreneurs, inventors and HM “best practices” managers.
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JS will be awarded to
county, state, national
and international
leaders. Some
prominent leaders will
earn JS for EARLY
endorsement of this
plan. Most JS will be
earned for performance.
Some earn for system
expansion, maintenance
and integrity. Some earn
for technology and
medical breakthroughs.
JS can be awarded
through votes for the
greatest activist who
recruit the most
businesses. JS can be
used to entice residents
of the first county to
implement the HM
Jubilee. This will be the
first instance where a bank colony emancipates itself to an art colony.
JS should be rewarded to the first groups of police and military which agree to accept Hour Money
instead of bank money. Enforcers are joining protestors around the world. “We are the 99%” as the
slogan says. However, those enforcers will lose their bank paychecks. We need to build a system
which will support them when they join humanity’s struggle for emancipation.
We can use JS as bait to bring out super hero skills in all of us. Inventors of industry disruptive
technology can be awarded such as: free energy, cancer cures, water desalination and Fukushima
cleanup. We need to build the quality alternative for virtually every institution which is now Usurped.
Humanity simply needs to set the goals and we will have abundant money to achieve them. Then add
shares as a bonus.
Conclusion:
Each of you are already Kings, Queens, Knights, Empresses. You’ve already proven your soul power.
It’s an elaborate deception that they have the power. We have over-whelming power in the spiritual
world. It’s there that we are the 1%. We can win with 1%, because the banksters did so with scarcity,
fear and deception. Certainly we can do it with truth, love, compassion and abundance.
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How much is the agreement for the Left and Right to unite? Then commit to one-another to cooperate
to BUILD a barter based money system. Then use Hour Money to finance social programs without
violating the Non-Aggression Principle. How much is that worth?
What series of values and commitments must we make to each other to have the most valuable
agreement ever conceived? Hour Money is technology made to innovate the money system like Steve
Jobs did to computers. But, Hour Money will be much more valuable a technology than what Jobs
created. Why? We will have invented as system which makes it so that Apple’s computers don’t have to
be manufactured with suicide nets. How about the opposite of soul less, lack of hope jobs. What’s the
opposite?
Training children from birth to harness their unique gifts, passions and artistry. By providing an
environment where souls are nurtured to become self-actualized. By building sustainable marketing
systems, so that new entrepreneurs can remain self-employed. “Do what you love, and you never work
a day of your life”. How much of an investment in the future is that? How much is it worth to develop
next generation fuel will abundant money without suppression?
Here’s my personal motivation and pitch.
Hello, my name is
Wayne Walton the author
of “Hour Money Jubilee”.
I’m trying to save the
world and I need your
help. Since I woke up in
2008 I can’t think of
anything besides beating
the bankers. Nothing.
It’s an obsession. I’ve
lost most of my old
drinking and fraternity
friends, because I can’t
small talk. I’m sure
you’ve had a similar
experience. What will
make it all worthwhile is
emancipation. We need
to win immediately;
before more people die
and suffer needlessly.
My fiance’ Robyn and my
family are a few of the only ones who have stuck by me despite my activism.
Meanwhile, it’s hard to be an activist unless your selling gold, silver, guns, Bitcoin or survival items. But,
I don’t want to promote fear based solutions. Victory and abundance are within our grasp quickly. We
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just need to have Manhattan or Apollo Moon type focus for a year. Meanwhile, we win the instant we
make the commitment to cooperate.
Like I said, we need your help. Very few know who we are; but we’re certain that this plan will achieve
victory. We need people to share this message of hope everywhere. We simply need to Believe in
ourselves to win. The rest is just software, websites, databases and printing. We can win this year. We
just need some focus and sacrifice.
Robyn and I left a 2000 sq foot house an my $100k/yr income with our own business. I spent my
retirement money launching 5 Hour Money systems. Now, we live in a 400 sq ft trailer. Worse, I have
virtually no FRN income as Hour Money isn’t a tool for speculation. Hours are fixed in value like inch,
and free like barter. However, when we focus on recruiting new HM businesses we can easily earn
referral fees of $800-1000/week.(80-100 Hours). We teach people how to do the same. This is a selffinancing Love Revolution.
What we’re really promoting is humanity’s belief in itself and the wisdom of the prophets. We need
humanity to “buy-in” to a better story for itself. Our best days are ahead. Imagine how much easier your
life will be, if you issue money based on your gifts. Wouldn’t you rather do that than sell your soul for
FRN’s?
Here’s a few selfish reasons that we need support. I’m having a vasectomy reversal after 15 years of
being fixed. I’m 49 and Robyn is 40 so we’ve got to rush to have a child. And I made a commitment to
myself and my recently deceased parents that I would beat the bankers, before bringing a child into the
world. lol! Plus we need to redeem the Walton name after what Walmart has done. Plus we need more
than 400 sq ft for 3 of us. Therefore, we’ve got to get very busy.
I’m a former Marine who has dedicated my entire being to emancipating humanity. And I know there are
a lot more just like me who are ready to commit to win, right now. I’m positive we’re going to win. I feel
sorry for the banksters. What do you Believe?
Here’s a challenge that I wish to issue to myself just to make this initiative more interesting. I wish to be
the first Hour Money millionaire(100k Hours). However, I can’t issue the money. The audience of
viewers will determine the goals and requirements for me to earn Hours. For example, let’s say I would
earn $20k(2000 Hours); if I persuaded local government to accept Hours for taxes. I would be
compensated for achievement not “good intentions”.
In the next video we’ll discuss our step by step plan to implement the Hour Money Jubilee in a US
county and force the bankers to forgive debts.
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